[Characteristics of blood pressure regulating endocrinological factors in elderly essential hypertensives].
Plasma renin activity (PRA) was lower in elderly normotensive subjects and essential hypertensives (EHT), and a significant negative correlation was found between PRA and age in both groups. In EHT, the proportion of the low renin group to total EHT increased with aging. There was a significantly positive correlation between plasma norepinephrine (PNE) and age in NT, but not in EHT. The mean value of PNE in young subjects was significantly higher in EHT than in NT, but not in the middle-aged and elderly groups, suggesting the important role of PNE in young EHT. Power spectral analysis revealed a significant reduction of both sympathetic and parasympathetic activity with aging in NT and EHT, indicating much caution may be required if sympathetic nerve activity is evaluated only by PNE levels in elderly EHT. The expanded plasma volume was another characteristic in elderly EHT, and suppressed activity of renal kallikrein-kinin, prostaglandin and dopamine may be involved with its mechanisms. Regarding insulin sensitivity in elderly EHT, it was shown that 1) the reduction of insulin sensitivity plays some role in age related acceleration of hypertension and glucose intolerance, 2) selective insulin resistance with respect to glucose metabolism already exists at lower ages in EHT, and 3) both Na retention and pressor system activation via insulin action might be a cause of blood pressure elevation in EHT.